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Peace, Not the Run Around (lyrics) 

 

Intro: (parenthesis is extra thought) 

 

Peace, Universe, Light 

 

Hook: 

Peace, not the run around 

Love, yeah we feel the sound - oneness  (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Evidence avoidance got caught (up in the air) with Bubba wraps up 

"DA ignore" allowed false fetters that's what 

But the poem was the piece, Not a strong arm nut (they tried to say a kind poem was harassment or 
coercion…”really, they did”, that’s how the lie was exposed through honest expression of their intent) 

Clutching pearls hot and cold disturbance fess up 

 

Its a battle of the spirit process through and out grace 

How we carry on to live careful with the rhythm pace (don’t rush or worry about stuff too much) 

Slow it down raise it up one music never hates 

Trancendental harmony unity motivates 

 

"You know how we solved the case?" (Echo) 

 

"How?" (Echo) 
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Detective tried to force a lie 

 We told the truth they chose deny 

People's peace is gonna shine 

Keep the faith in God's time 

"Run around" its out of line 

 G tech, love is kind 

 Angels know the yours mine 

"I/We one" is what we find 

 

(nice one, new crew "I/We One" hoooorayyyy) 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Peace, not the run around 

Love, yeah we feel the sound - oneness  (4 times) 

 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace. The victory is in the surrender. To a higher power... and all things go to the good, yet justice must 
be served, with new oversight. (Justice checking false justice from within)...the office of the citizen is the 
most important public office. Its a timeless universal peace...our collective story that flows together 
across Nations. The spirit of love and reconciliation. (threaded through) the lives of good and bad 
officials (it’s show time). Let the reaping be done (wheat and tares parable). Peace.  :0)  


